Hyaluronan-based nanocarriers with CD44-overexpressed cancer cell targeting.
The objective of the work was to evaluate the potential of hyaluronan-based nanoparticles as tumor-targeting nano-systems for CD44-overexpressed cancer therapy. The synthesized amphiphilic cholesteryl succinoyl hyaluronan (Chol-Suc-HA) conjugates self-assembled into docetaxel(DTX)-loaded nanoparticles in the aqueous environment. The physiochemical properties of Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs were characterized. The in vitro cytotoxicity of Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs against MCF-7, 4T1, A549 and L929 cells was evaluated using MTT and LDH assays. Moreover, the cellular uptake mechanism was investigated using the CLSM and flow cytometry. The in vivo animal experiments of Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs including pharmacokinetic evaluation, bio-distribution observed by EX vivo NIRF imaging and antitumor efficacy were also carried out in SD rats or 4T1 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice. The self-assembled Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs with different degree of substitution (DS) of hydrophobic moiety exhibited high drug loading, uniform particle size distribution and excellent in vitro stability. However, the plasma stability of Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs was significantly influenced by the DS of hydrophobic moiety. The higher the DS was, the more stable the NPs were. Cellular uptake demonstrated that Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs were internalized into cancer cells via CD44 receptor-mediated endocytosis. Compared with Taxotere®, Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs displayed remarkably higher cytotoxicity to CD44-positive cancer cells (MCF-7, 4T1, A549 cells). In vivo animal experiments confirmed that Chol-Suc-HA-DTX NPs with relatively high DS values exhibited prolonged circulation time, excellent tumor-targeting properties and efficient antitumor effects with extremely low systemic toxicity. In addition, blank Chol-Suc-HA NPs also slightly suppressed the tumor growth. Chol-Suc-HA NPs with a suitable DS value portend to be promising drug vehicles for systemic targeting of CD44-overexpressed cancers.